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Runtime:45 min1998 -    2002 (Ended)
Genres:Crime, Comedy
Network:Syndication
V.I.P. is an American comical crime series which aired on Syndicated. The series premiered on September 26, 1998.
 
 From J.F. Lawton comes a thrilling action-comedy show V.I.P. starring Pamela Anderson! While working on a hot-dog stand with her friend Maxine, Vallery Irons meets a celebrity Brad Cliff which invites her to the premiere of his new movie. When on the premiere Vallery saves Cliff from a crazy fan that wanted to kill him, to save his fame, Cliff says that Vallery is his personal bodyguard which she, of course, isn't. Soon her face appears on all the headlines of magazines. In the meantime, a group of professional bodyguards needs a famous face for their new agency, so they make Vallery join them and call their agency V.I.P. They promise Vallery a glamorous life without danger which really becomes glamorous, but as a head of a bodyguard team, Vallery's every day is a danger. Meet the crew:
 Vallery Irons (Pamela Anderson) is a young and beautiful lady which enjoys life full of glamour and fame filled with style & fashion and has no idea how hard it is to be a bodyguard unt
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Vallery Irons
Pamela Anderson
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Nikki Franco
Natalie Raitano
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Kay Simmons
Leah Lail
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Quick Williams
Shaun Baker
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Tasha Dexter
Molly Culver
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Maxine de la Cruz
Angelle Brooks
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Reviews (0)
There are no reviews of the series V.I.P..
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Rush Hour
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Las Vegas
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Buffy the Vampire Slayer
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Chuck
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Leverage
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TV Guide
Choose per series where you want be kept informed of. For instance new episodes or start of a new season.


Discover series

Looking for new series? There must be one among the more than 21.300 series. And otherwise the community of 503.000 members can assist you.


Everything about TV-series
We have all the information about your favorite TV series. From the latest news or reviews till a list of the episodes.
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